
RASE’19 

ACROM and IEEE RAS in association with IEEE RAS Bangalore Chapter joined hands to 
organize RASE’19 (Robodium@ASE), ASE-B’s annual national level robotics competition 
during 8th, to 10th of February, 2019. The event was conducted with an aim to lay a platform for 
young college students to compete in lively battles ranging from mind puzzling, algorithm 
testing and design improvement seeking competitions through the robots they built to showcase 
in the competition. RASE’19 had a total of 48 teams form 22 Engineering Colleges form all over 
the country, participating across five different competitions, namely Lifo, Throttlewars, Robo 
Soccer, Death Race and Maze Runner. 

The event was flagged off by the dignitaries, Dr Rakesh S.G, Associate Dean, Amrita School of 
Engineering Bangalore, Dr. Amudha J, Chairman Department of Computer Science and 
Engineering and Mentor ACROM and Mr A. A. Nippun Kumar, Mentor IEEE RAS ASEB 
Student Chapter. 

Following the flag off, the first event to start was Death Race. This event challenged the 
participating team’s bots on different terrains and mediums. The subsequent event, LIFO, the line 
follower based competition put to test the coding skills of the participants along with their 
calibration and design strategies, a competition which witnessed a heated battle owing to the 
high skill sets of the participants. 

The second day was kick-started with ‘Robo Soccer’, a fun yet exacting event which demanded 
teams to control their high power driven bots in order to score goals in a race against time. The 
next event, Maze Runner’s first round played to the interests of many inquisitive minds in the 
first of its kind event that involved the bot to maneuver itself out of a maze that was created at 
the site of the event. However, the complexity of the challenge proved too hot to handle as no 
team qualified for the second round. 

Event saw the best 3 teams in each of the events winning a total whooping amount of Rs.
66,000/-. The three day event came to a close after the distribution of certificates and prizes for 
all the events in their respective arenas. 

Given the increasing influence of robotics in the modern day, it was overwhelming to see the 
response from the participants who turned up in large numbers to exhibit their skill and 
understanding in building robots. Following an extremely successful stream of competitions that 
played host to some exciting, prospective talents in the field, the event concluded with 
participants leaving with broad smiles and moments to cherish for time to come along with a 
deeper understanding of robotics.  


